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Abstract

In settings with high tuberculosis (TB) endemicity, distinct genotypes of the Mycobacterium

tuberculosis complex (MTBC) often differ in prevalence. However, the factors leading to

these differences remain poorly understood. Here we studied the MTBC population in Dar

es Salaam, Tanzania over a six-year period, using 1,082 unique patient-derived MTBC

whole-genome sequences (WGS) and associated clinical data. We show that the TB epi-

demic in Dar es Salaam is dominated by multiple MTBC genotypes introduced to Tanzania

from different parts of the world during the last 300 years. The most common MTBC geno-

types deriving from these introductions exhibited differences in transmission rates and in the

duration of the infectious period, but little differences in overall fitness, as measured by the

effective reproductive number. Moreover, measures of disease severity and bacterial load

indicated no differences in virulence between these genotypes during active TB. Instead,

the combination of an early introduction and a high transmission rate accounted for the high

prevalence of L3.1.1, the most dominant MTBC genotype in this setting. Yet, a longer co-

existence with the host population did not always result in a higher transmission rate, sug-

gesting that distinct life-history traits have evolved in the different MTBC genotypes. Taken

together, our results point to bacterial factors as important determinants of the TB epidemic

in Dar es Salaam.

Author summary

Tuberculosis (TB) is among the deadliest human infectious diseases caused by one single

agent, Mycobacterium tuberculosis (Mtb). The origins of Mtb have been traced to East

Africa millennia ago, where it likely became adapted to infect and transmit in humans.

Here, we show that in Dar es Salaam, Tanzania, an East African setting with a high burden

of TB, infections are caused by distinct Mtb genotypes introduced in recent evolutionary

times from different parts of the world. These genotypes differed in traits important to

Mtb transmission; while some Mtb genotypes transmitted more efficiently during a given

period of time, patients infected by other genotypes remained infectious for longer. These

traits evolved independently in the different Mtb genotypes and could not be explained

by the time of co-existence between the host population and the pathogen. This suggests

that bacterial factors are important determinants of the TB epidemic. More generally, we

demonstrate that distinct pathogenic life history characteristics can co-exist in one host

population.

Introduction

Tuberculosis (TB) is an airborne disease caused by members of the Mycobacterium tuberculosis
Complex (MTBC) and is among the leading causes of human death due to a single infectious

agent. The COVID-19 pandemic has negatively affected TB case notification, treatment, and

the number of TB deaths [1]. While the TB death toll had been decreasing each year since

2005, it is increasing again since 2020, with an estimated 1.6 million deaths in 2021 [1]. Of

these, 12% occurred in HIV co-infected patients [1], highlighting HIV infection as risk factor

for TB [2].
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extended data (https://github.com/dbrites/TB-DAR-
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Within the MTBC, nine human-adapted phylogenetic lineages have been described to date;

lineage 1 (L1) to L9. Even though the members of the MTBC are highly clonal, and individual

strains share more than 99% DNA sequence similarity [3], clinical strains differ in their pheno-

types [4]. For example, MTBC strains have been reported to exhibit variable growth rates in

macrophages, differences in the host immune responses elicited, differences in gene expres-

sion, as well as differences in transmissibility [4–9].

The MTBC as a whole is hypothesized to have originated in East Africa [10,11], which is

supported by most MTBC genetic diversity being found in that part of the world [12]. It has

been further hypothesized that at some point during its evolution, the MTBC spread out of

Africa and diversified in different regions around the world [13,14]. Throughout the last 600

years, lineages that evolved outside of Africa were brought back to Africa following waves of

exploration, trade and conquest [15–18]. Despite centuries of trade and migration, many

MTBC genotypes remain highly restricted to specific geographical regions where, in some

cases, they have also been associated with particular human ethnicities. For example, L1 occurs

mainly along the rim of the Indian Ocean, L5 is restricted to West Africa and has been associ-

ated with the Ewe ethnicity in Ghana [19], and the Beijing sublineage of L2 has been linked to

the Hui ethnicity in China [20]. By contrast, L4 occurs worldwide, although some L4 subli-

neages are restricted to certain geographical regions like L4.6.1, which is strongly linked to

Uganda and some neighboring countries, or L4.5 that mainly occurs in Asian countries [15].

Frequencies of lineages and sublineages can differ markedly between neighboring countries

[21], and even within a single country [22]. Such patterns of phylogegraphical associations are

compatible with the notion that MTBC genotypes might be locally adapted to specific human

populations. This notion is supported by the observation that these patterns remain stable in

cosmopolitan settings [23–25]. However, alternative explanations for the phylogeographical

associations of particular MTBC genotypes can be invoked, such as founder effects. Based on

the current knowledge, however, why some MTBC lineages or sublineages predominate in a

particular geographical region remains largely elusive. Microbial, environmental and host

factors, as well as human migrations are likely at play [9,17,18,26–29]. It has also been sug-

gested that the genetic make-up of particular bacterial populations may influence the spread

of certain MTBC groups, such as L2 in Asia [30]. However, how the interplay between these

forces shapes the composition of local MTBC populations in high-burden TB settings is poorly

understood.

Here we investigated the evolutionary history, the epidemiological characteristics and the

clinical phenotypes associated with the TB epidemic in Dar es Salaam, Tanzania, a TB high-

burden country in East Africa. We used whole genome sequences (WGS) from MTBC isolates

from TB patients recruited at a TB clinic in Dar es Salaam during six years, together with their

clinical data. We provide evidence that the current MTBC population structure mainly com-

prises MTBC genotypes that were introduced from outside of Africa, but at different times

during the last 300 years, and that these genotypes differ in their life history traits and associ-

ated epidemiological characteristics.

Results

The TB epidemic in Dar es Salaam—Patient and pathogen characteristics

We prospectively recruited 1,734 GeneXpert-positive adult TB patients at the TB clinic in the

Temeke District of Dar es Salaam, Tanzania, between November 2013 and August 2019

(Table 1). Dar es Salaam has the highest TB notification rate in Tanzania [31]. Temeke is one

of three districts in Dar es Salaam contributing to about a third of all TB notifications in

the city (personal communication by Jerry Hella), with a TB notification rate of 297/100,000
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population in 2019 [32]. The number of patients recruited per year varied between 195 and

364 (not considering 2013 and 2019, which were only partially sampled). Males were overrep-

resented among patients (71%), and HIV coinfection was more prevalent among female TB

patients (33% vs. 16% in males), which was consistent with the generally higher prevalence of

HIV in women in Dar es Salaam (6% vs. 2% in males) [33]. Chest X-ray scores were lower in

HIV-co-infected TB patients compared to HIV-negative TB patients with a mean of 29.4 (SD:

29.1) versus 45.8 (SD: 29.2), respectively (p-value < 0.001, ANOVA), reflecting atypical lung

pathologies in HIV co-infected patients. From the 1,734 patients recruited, we obtained bacte-

rial DNA from 1,155 unique patient samples (66%) and a final number of 1,082 MTBC WGS

that passed quality filters (S1 Fig). Patients without a bacterial WGS available (n = 652, 38%),

had a significantly lower chest X-ray score than patients with a bacterial WGS available

(p = 0.001, ANOVA), suggesting that viable bacteria are more likely to appear in sputum from

patients with increased lung damage. There were no other substantial differences in the socio-

demographic and clinical characteristics between patients with and without bacterial WGS

data (S1 Table).

The phylogenetic analysis of the 1,082 MTBC genomes revealed that four of the nine

known human-adapted MTBC lineages circulate in Dar es Salaam (Fig 1). L3 was the most

prevalent with 47% of all isolates, followed by L4 (31%), L1 (14%), and L2 (8%). The lineage

proportions fluctuated over the years (S2 Fig); but there was no marked trend over time. The

most common sublineages were L3.1.1 (41%), L4.3.4 (15%), L1.1.2 (11%), and L2.2.1 (8%).

Patient characteristics did not differ statistically across the four lineages nor across the main

sublineages (S2 and S5 Tables).

When screening our MTBC genomes for drug resistance mutations, we found that only 55

(5%) contained at least one mutation conferring resistance to first-line drugs (S3 Table), and

only two (0.2%) were multidrug-resistant. The proportion of strains that were resistant to at

least one first-line drug differed between lineages, with 10% in L4 (N = 34), 4% in L1 (N = 6),

Table 1. Clinical and sociodemographic characteristics of patients recruited. The tribes named are those with at least 70 members among our patient population.

label Total N (%) Missing N (%) levels all

Total N (%) 1734 (100.0)

Sex 1734 (100.0) 0 (0.0) Female (%) 512 (29.5)

Male (%) 1222 (70.5)

Age 1734 (100.0) 0 (0.0) Mean (SD) 34.9 (10.8)

Smoker 1729 (99.7) 5 (0.3) No (%) 1331 (77.0)

Yes (%) 398 (23.0)

Xray-score 1137 (65.6) 597 (34.4) Mean (SD) 42.3 (29.9)

TB-score 1734 (100.0) 0 (0.0) Mean (SD) 5.0 (1.6)

BMI 1734 (100.0) 0 (0.0) Normal (%) 740 (43)

Obese (%) 16 (1)

Overweight (%) 66 (4)

Underweight (%) 912 (53)

HIV status 1716 (99.0) 18 (1.0) Infected (%) 365 (21.3)

Tribes 1734 (100) 0 (0.0) Makonde (%) 134 (8)

Ndenereko (%) 268 (15)

Zaramo (%) 194 (11)

Chaga (%) 82 (5)

Mwera (%) 103 (6)

Other (%) 1138 (66)

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.ppat.1010893.t001
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3% in L3 (N = 15), and none in L2 (S4 Table). Testing for associations between first-line drug

resistance and different bacterial and patient characteristics showed that L4 was associated

with resistance to first-line drugs (logistic regression corrected for age, sex, smoking, and HIV

status, p< 0.001, S4 Table).

In summary, based on the 1,082 Mtb genomes analyzed, we found that the TB epidemic

in Dar es Salaam is caused by L1, L2, L3, and L4, with L3 being particularly dominant. Patient

and bacterial characteristics were similar between MTBC lineages and sublineages circulating

in Dar es Salaam, apart from resistance to first-line anti-TB drugs, which was associated with

L4. However, the overall prevalence of drug resistance to first-line drugs in Dar es Salaam was

low in comparison to other African cities with a high burden of TB.

Geographic and temporal origins of the Dar es Salaam TB epidemic

It has been hypothesized that the MTBC originated in Africa [3,23], and that subsequent

migrations out of and back to Africa have shaped the genetic landscape underlying the TB epi-

demic on the continent [13,16–18]. Dar es Salaam had many trade links in the past, through

Fig 1. Phylogeny of 1082 Mtb genomes sampled from 2013–2019 in Dar es Salaam. The tree is rooted with a M. canettii strain (SAMN00102920) and

the scale bar indicates substitutions per site. Tips are colored according to the MTBC lineage and the innermost heatmap indicates MTBC sublineages

according to [47]. The second heatmap indicates whether a strain is considered as recently-introduced or early-introduced based on a threshold of 0.2

for the relative age (See methods). The outermost heatmap indicates the genotypic drug resistance profiles for most commonly used drugs in Dar es

Salaam (See methods). Only mutations giving rise to first-line drugs are considered. The MTBC introductions into Tanzania leading to most cases in

our cohort are labelled from 1–10.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.ppat.1010893.g001
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the Indian Ocean with Central- and South Asia and later with Europe, presumably explaining

the high genetic diversity of the MTBC found in our sample set. We thus explored in more

detail how migration might have shaped the MTBC diversity in Dar es Salaam by inferring the

geographical and temporal origins of the MTBC strains circulating in the city.

For this, we put the MTBC genomes from Dar es Salaam into a global context by assessing

their phylogenetic placement within lineage-specific representative reference sets of MTBC

genomes gathered world-wide (S7 Fig and S10 Table). For each lineage, separate phylogeo-

graphic patterns were inferred using PastML [34] (S3–S6 Figs). Most L1 and L3 strains in Dar

es Salaam were predicted to be introduced from South- or Central Asia. For L2, most strains

were introduced from East Asia and a few possibly directly from other African regions after

being introduced from East Asia. L4 strains had many different geographic origins but pre-

dominately were inferred to be introduced from South America. Given the history of Euro-

pean colonization, most likely L4 strains were introduced by Europeans to both Africa and

South America as also inferred by others [17]. However, a direct connection between African

and European strains is not possible to infer as the latter have disappeared with the decline

of TB in Europe [17]. The exception was L4.6 whose ancestors seemed to have originated in

Central Africa. These findings could be affected by missing data due to extinctions of local

populations or due to incomplete sampling. However, the general patterns are in agreement

with previous studies quantifying MTBC dispersal from and towards Africa [16–18,27]. As for

the most likely geographic ranges inferred for the MRCAs of L1 to L4 globally, our inferences

point to South- or Central Asia for L1 and L3, Eastern- or Southeastern Asia for L2, and East-

ern Asia, Southern Asia, Eastern Europe, or Western Africa for L4. These findings are also

in agreement with previous studies [18,27,35,36] except for L4, for which the geographic

location of the MRCA has been predicted to Europe or Eastern Africa [17,27]. In summary,

even though East Africa is the most probable origin of the MTBC as a whole [14], the strains

sampled in our cohort were most likely introduced into Tanzania from different parts of the

world.

We next determined the MTBC introductions into Tanzania that spread more successfully

within Dar es Salaam, as well as the timing of these introductions. We then used the latter as

an approximation for the time that these different MTBC populations evolved with this host

population. We reasoned that the most successful introductions were those that left more

descendants, and which therefore were more prevalent in our patient population. We identi-

fied introductions into Tanzania that led to at least 12 sampled cases within our patient cohort

(Fig 1). Based on dated trees generated for each lineage separately, we dated each introduction

according to estimated lineage-specific substitution rates from our data and from other publi-

cations (see methods for further details, S9 Table).

In total, we identified ten independent introductions represented by at least 12 monophy-

letic strains leading to TB cases in our cohort. These strains have thus evolved by infecting and

transmitting within this Tanzanian population for several generations. The most successful

introduction involved sublineage L3.1.1 (Introduction 10) that came from South- or Central

Asia an estimated 312 years ago (max: 899, min: 273) and accounted for 38.9% of all current

cases (Figs 1, 2 and S5). The second most successful introduction, also from South- or Central

Asia, occurred an estimated 256 years ago (max: 763, min: 165) within L1.1.2 (Introduction 9)

and contributed 8.3% of all current cases (Figs 1, 2 and S3). From the same geographic region

and of similar estimated age, a second introduction (Introduction 8) occurred within L1.1.2,

237 years ago (max: 697, min: 151) but accounted for fewer current cases (1.9%) (Figs 1, 2

and S3). More recently, an estimated 57 years ago (Introduction 2, max: 157, min: 50), an

unclassified group of L3 strains was introduced, accounting for 1.3% of all infections in our

cohort (Figs 1, 2 and S5).
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L4 had the highest number of independent introductions that spread successfully in Dar es

Salaam (Introductions 3 to 7). The most successful introduction was that of L4.3.4, inferred to

be introduced from what is today Malawi (Introduction 5), an estimated 189 years ago (max:

350, min: 189) and contributing to 5.8% of all cases (Figs 1, 2 and S6). Other subgroups within

L4.3, also known as Latin American Mediterranean family (LAM), L4.3.3 (Introduction 6) and

L4.3.4 (Introduction 7), were inferred to be introduced from South America; 240 (max: 445,

min: 240) and 265 (max: 493, min: 265) years ago, respectively. The different independent

introductions of the different groups within sublineage L4.3 could have also occurred directly

from Europe to both South America and Africa, reflecting the close links between the three

Fig 2. The genotypes in Dar es Salaam resulting from introductions 1–10. A—Geographic origin of the 10 introductions into Tanzania that led to

most cases in our cohort. Introductions are labelled as in Fig 1 and are represented by colored arrows according to the lineage. Regions or countries

identified as the origin of a successful introduction are colored (dark green: South America; brown: West Africa; dark blue: Malawi and Uganda; black:

Tanzania; shades of blue: South, Central and East Asia; yellow: Europe). The age of the introductions were obtained from substitution rates inferred

from our dataset except for L1 (See methods and S8 Table for details). The map was created with the R package rworldmap [109] and the shapefile for

the map can be found under the following link: https://www.naturalearthdata.com/http//www.naturalearthdata.com/download/110m/cultural/ne_

110m_admin_0_countries.zip. B—Prevalence of the most prevalent genotypes within each lineage (inner circle) and across all lineages (outer circle).

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.ppat.1010893.g002
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continents during the colonial period. The remaining significant introductions involved L4.6.1

(Introduction 4) from Uganda an estimated 136 years ago (max: 253, min: 136) and L4.2.2

(Introduction 3) from Southern Asia, 99 years ago (max: 182, min: 99). Each of the latter intro-

ductions accounted for 1.4–2.4% of all infections (Figs 1, 2 and S6). Finally, for L2, we found

only one successful introduction to Dar es Salaam of a group within sublineage L2.2.1, which

we inferred to be introduced from Asia via West Africa around 20 years ago, accounting for

5.1% of all current cases (Introduction 1, Figs 1, 2 and S4). An alternative scenario would be

that L2.2.1 was introduced to West Africa and to East Africa directly from Asia, but its closest

related Asian strains were not sampled (S4 Fig). The strains belonging to these 12 most suc-

cessful introductions accounted for 58% of all strains circulating in the city. The remaining

strains belonged to many other genotypes within the four main lineages, which individually

did not expand as successfully in our cohort, but which together accounted for 42% of all infec-

tions (S3–S6 Figs).

Since it is known that phylogeographic reconstructions can be affected by sampling bias

[37,38], we carried out a sensitivity analysis and repeated our geographical inferences 10

times with down-sampled datasets for L1 and L3. The main introductions within L1 and L3

remained the same and the timing changed only marginally (S10–S11 Figs). The phylogenetic

reconstructions resulting from the down-sampling can be found in the extended data (https://

github.com/dbrites/TB-DAR-Mtb).

In summary, strains belonging to the four MTBC lineages L1, L2, L3, and L4 were intro-

duced into Tanzania on multiple occasions between an estimated 20 and 312 years ago from

diverse regions of the world. Following their introduction, these strains diversified in Tanza-

nia, and some introductions became the source of many TB cases in our cohort while others

were not as successful.

Early and recently introduced strains do not differ in virulence

We hypothesized that strains that have been circulating for a longer period could be better

adapted to the host population residing in Dar es Salaam compared to strains introduced more

recently. Due to the high uncertainties in estimating substitution rates [39], we used the rela-

tive ages of introduction instead of the absolute ages. A strain from Dar es Salaam was defined

as “early-introduced” if the most basal node having Tanzania as the inferred ancestral range

had a relative age greater than 0.2 relative to the age of the most recent common ancestor

(MRCA) of the respective lineage the strain belonged to. Thus, at least 20% of a genotype’s evo-

lutionary history had to have happened in Tanzania for the descendants of a particular intro-

duction to be considered “early-introduced”. Conversely, all the descendants of introductions

dated to have occurred at less than 0.2 of the total age of the tree, were considered “recently-

introduced”.

We found that the TB epidemic in Dar es Salaam was driven to almost equal parts by early-

introduced (52%) and recently-introduced strains (48%). However, there were marked differ-

ences between lineages: while for L1 and L3 most strains were classified as early-introduced

(83.5% and 78.4%, respectively), most strains in L4 (92.4%) and all in L2 were classified as

recently-introduced. We hypothesized that early-introduced strains could be locally adapted

to the patient population in Dar es Salaam, which might reflect in differences in virulence

between early-introduced and recently-introduced strains. We defined virulence as the degree

of harm caused to the patient, and used as proxies for virulence the following three measures

of disease severity: TB score, chest X-ray score, and bacterial load. We found that whether a

strain was early-introduced or recently-introduced did not influence the disease severity

in the infected patients based on these three proxies (S6 and S7 Tables). Applying different
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introduction age thresholds for defining “early- as opposed to late-introduced” did not reveal

any relevant differences either.

In summary, we found that the TB epidemic in Dar es Salaam is driven both by early-intro-

duced and recently-introduced strains in similar proportions. Despite the fact that some

strains were introduced earlier, and thus had more time to evolve with this particular host

population, we did not observe any effect on virulence based on the three measures of disease

severity considered here.

High prevalence is not only a consequence of early introduction

The high prevalence of certain MTBC genotypes could simply reflect an earlier introduction

into Dar es Salaam, assuming that the host population in Dar es Salaam was equally susceptible

to all MTBC genotypes introduced, and that life-history traits affecting infectiousness and

transmission of those MTBC genotypes did not differ at the time of introduction. If time since

introduction would be a strong determinant of the current prevalence in the population, we

would expect a positive correlation between the number of strains descending from a particu-

lar introduction and the relative age of this introduction. We tested this, considering the ten

most important introductions and found a moderate correlation, which did not reach statisti-

cal significance (Fig 3). This suggests that time since introduction could determine to some

extent the prevalence of the most common MTBC groups in Dar es Salaam. However, this

effect was mainly driven by the most common genotype descending from “Introduction 10”

within L3.1.1 (Fig 3), which was introduced earlier than others (i.e. estimated relative age of

0.33 or 312 years ago, Figs 2C and 3). However, Introductions 9 and 8 of L1.1.2 (Fig 3) (esti-

mated relative age of 0.32 or 256 years ago and 0.30 or 237 years ago, respectively) happened

not long after, and yet, the number of resultant TB cases was similar to those of more recent

introductions. Also, given the recent introduction of L2.2.1 (Introduction 1) into Dar es

Fig 3. Number of descendants resulting from the ten most successful introductions and the relative age of the latter. The number above each

introduction corresponds to the numbers in Figs 1 and 2. The pearson correlation coefficient (r) and p-value (p) were calculated.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.ppat.1010893.g003
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Salaam (an estimated 20 years ago), its current prevalence was surprisingly high (Fig 3). These

findings suggest that there are other factors, in addition to the time of co-existence between

host and pathogen populations that determine the prevalence of the different MTBC genotypes

in Dar es Salaam.

Differences in transmission between genotypes

Our results suggested that the different MTBC genotypes infecting our patient cohort did

not differ in virulence at the stage of active disease. However, they could differ in other life-his-

tory traits affecting transmission. Focusing on the four main monophyletic groups circulating

in our cohort, which belonged to L3.1.1, L4.3.4, L1.1.2 and L2.2.1, we investigated whether dif-

ferences in transmission could also account for the observed differences in prevalence. For

this, we analyzed recent MTBC transmission within our cohort using as proxies different mea-

sures of clustering based on pair-wise distances and age thresholds, as well as terminal branch

lengths.

Thresholds of five to 12 SNPs have previously been shown to detect clusters linked to recent

transmission in the MTBC [40,41]. However, because clustering based on SNP thresholds does

not consider variable substitution rates across the different MTBC lineages [39], the same SNP

threshold might reflect different properties in different genetic backgrounds. To account for

this, we also defined clusters based solely on time to the most recent ancestor, using an increas-

ing age threshold from five to 20 years, for each of the four most successful introductions. All

genomes that had a common ancestor dated at one of the thresholds from five to 20 years ago,

based on the estimated substitution rate for each lineage, were considered to belong to a trans-

mission cluster.

Using the identified clusters, we calculated the secondary case rate ratios comparing sec-

ondary case rates of L2.2.1, L4.3.4, and L1.1.2 to that of L3.1.1 representatives in our popula-

tion. Clustering based on both SNP and age thresholds revealed that L2.2.1 (Introduction 1)

had the highest secondary case rates (Fig 4A and 4B) and that the strains from L1.1.2 (Intro-

duction 9) and from L4.3.4 (Introduction 5) had lower secondary rate ratios than strains

from L3.1.1 (Introduction 10), in particular when considering higher SNP thresholds and

Fig 4. Transmission analysis using three different approaches. A and B compare the secondary case rate ratios between Introduction 10 of L3.1.1 and

the other successful introductions identified determined based on clustering by using different age thresholds (in years) or different SNP thresholds for

A or B, respectively. A secondary case rate ratio of 1 (indicated by a horizontal line) would mean that the secondary case rates of both introductions are

the same. C Violin plots comparing the terminal branch lengths between the most successful introductions.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.ppat.1010893.g004
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older cluster ages. Accordingly, L3.1.1 and L2.2.1 also had shorter terminal branch lengths,

which have also been linked to higher rates of recent transmission (Fig 4C) [30,42].

To allow for potential confounding factors, we carried out a multivariable regression analy-

sis with each of the three proxies for recent transmission as the outcome variable indepen-

dently (15 years, 5 SNPs, terminal branch length). We found L2.2.1 (Introduction 1) and

L3.1.1 (Introduction 10) to be significantly associated with clustering and shorter terminal

branch lengths (logistic regression, adjusting for age, sex, HIV status, smoking, and genotype

age, p< 0.001, S8 Table).

Finally, to account for potential confounder effects based on genetic distances which result

from processes unrelated to transmission and which are extensively discussed in [43], we used

phylodynamic modelling to quantify transmission rates (λ), the effective reproductive number

(Re) and the duration of the infectious period for the L3.1.1, L4.3.4, L1.1.2, and L2.2.1 repre-

sentatives descending from introductions 10, 5, 9, and 1, respectively (Fig 5A-C). While trans-

mission rates represent the average rate at which infected individuals produce new infections

(number of transmission events per unit of time), Re represents the total number of transmis-

sion events per infected individual during the period the individual remains infectious. We

assume that the transmission rate and Re were constant since introduction of the lineage. Con-

sistent with the results obtained from the clustering and terminal branch length analyses, we

found that L2.2.1 and L3.1.1 also had the highest transmission rates based on the phylody-

namic estimates, followed by L4.3.4 and L1.1.2 (Fig 5A). Despite the notable differences in

transmission rates, analysis of L3.1.1, L1.1.2, and L4.3.4 points to similar Re values (Fig 5B),

all only slightly over 1, indicating that these populations are experiencing a slow expansion,

which is consistent with an endemic status. For the L2.2.1 descendants of Introduction 1, Re

indicated a faster expansion (Fig 5 B), which is consistent with the prevalence of this genotype

among the ten most common genotypes descending from a common ancestor in Dar Salaam,

despite its recent date of introduction (Fig 3). However, the parameter estimates of L2.2.1 were

also more uncertain than those of the other genotypes (Fig 5). Re depends on transmission

rates and on the period of time during which patients remained infectious (see methods). The

differences between the estimates of Re and λ can thus be explained by differences in infectious

period which was estimated to be longer for L1.1.2 and L4.3.4 strains (Fig 5C).

Discussion

In this study, we investigated the TB epidemic in Dar es Salaam using a combination of

phylogeographical and genomic epidemiological analyses. We found that the MTBC strains

Fig 5. Transmission analysis of the four most successful introductions using phylodynamic modelling. A, B, and C compare the posterior

distribution of transmission rate, effective reproductive number, and infectious period respectively, for the most successful introductions, as estimated

with a phylodynamic birth-death model.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.ppat.1010893.g005
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circulating in Dar es Salaam belong to four of the nine main MTBC lineages, with L3 being the

most abundant. We found a high genetic diversity for L1, L3, and L4, and by comparing this

diversity to a global collection of MTBC genomes, we found that the current TB epidemic in

Dar es Salaam stems from several introductions of different MTBC genotypes from diverse

regions of the world. Some of these introductions occurred a few centuries ago while others

only decades ago. We found that one particular introduction from Central- or South Asia

involving L3.1.1, approximately 300 year ago, was by far the most successful, contributing

38.9% of all current TB cases. The epidemiological success of L3.1.1 likely resulted from early

introduction combined with an enhanced transmission potential.

Our result that L1, L2, L3, and L4 circulate in the district of Temeke agrees with previous

findings [44–46]. This suggests that our sampling in Temeke is a good representation of the

MTBC genotypes circulating in the city. With approximately 40% of TB cases caused by

L3.1.1, this sublineage is clearly the most successful in Dar es Salaam. L3.1.1, also known as

CAS1-Kili (SIT 21) based on the spoligotyping nomenclature [47], circulates also in other East

African countries (S8 Fig) [11,48–57], but is most prevalent in Tanzania. In Zambia and Ethio-

pia, L3.1.1 has been associated with multi-drug resistant (MDR) TB [58,59]. By contrast, we

did not detect any MDR isolate among L3.1.1 in our cohort, and the prevalence of drug resis-

tance was generally low, which is in agreement with previous studies from Tanzania [60–62].

Our findings indicate that the current MTBC diversity in Dar es Salaam mainly consists of

strains that were introduced directly or indirectly from outside Africa during the last few cen-

turies. Two scenarios could account for this observation: either there was no TB in Tanzania

before these introductions, or the original MTBC diversity was replaced by the newly intro-

duced genotypes. According to the first scenario, Tanzania would have been a virgin soil for

TB before the introduction of L3.1.1, which is in concordance with old medical reports from

colonial times stating that TB was rare before European contact [63]. On the other hand, the

currently available evidence points to East Africa as the most likely origin of the MTBC as a

whole [3,12,14]. This includes the strong association of M. canettii and other so-called smooth

mycobacteria closely related to the MTBC, with the Horn of Africa [64], as well as the

restricted distribution of the human-adapted MTBC lineages L7, L8, and L9 to East Africa

[65–67], and the phylogenetic position of L8 as sister clade of the rest of the MTBC [67]. The

decreasing genetic diversity of the MTBC as the distance to East-Africa increases has also been

suggested to reflect out-of-Africa migration events of the MTBC [12]. The “Out-of-and-back-

to-Africa” hypothesis [12,13] postulates that the MTBC originated in Africa, then spread to

the rest of the world, and was subsequently reintroduced to Africa from diverse regions of the

world where it could have shifted its optimal virulence in response to the high human popula-

tion densities of cities in Europe, India and East-Asia [13,14], possibly out-competing less viru-

lent local strains in the process. Our biogeographical and temporal findings are in line with

this notion. A replacement by MTBC diversity introduced from Europe has probably hap-

pened in South America, where ancient genomes isolated from 1,000 years old human remains

have revealed infections with genotypes most closely related to M. pinnipedii [68,69], while

most human TB cases today are caused by L4 [70]. Generally, such replacements could also

explain why dating techniques based on the molecular clock point to a rather young age of the

MTBC at around 6,000 years [39,68], while other paleobiologic studies claim that MTBC DNA

has been isolated from a bison and humans dated to more than 17,000 and 8,000 years before

present, respectively [71,72].

We searched for determinants of the evolutionary success of the different MTBC genotypes

sampled in our patient cohort. A possible scenario would be that genotypes that have been

introduced earlier would have attained a higher prevalence. While this could explain the

dominance of L3.1.1, more generally, the prevalence of the different MTBC genotypes in Dar
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es Salaam only partially reflected differences in the timing of their introduction. Local adapta-

tion of MTBC genotypes to the patient population has been proposed to explain the domi-

nance of particular MTBC variants [15,73]. We tested whether MTBC genotypes that co-

existed with this host population for longer, and had thus more time to adapt, exhibited differ-

ences in virulence and transmission related traits. Virulence, as measured by the degree of

harm caused to the host assessed by disease severity parameters at active TB disease stage, did

not differ between genotypes. With respect to transmission related traits, we estimated trans-

mission rates for the four most common groups descending from Introductions 10 (L3.1.1), 9

(L1.1.2), 5 (L4.3.4) and 1 (L2.2.1), occurring between approximately 300 and 20 years ago. The

oldest introduction (Introduction 10, L3.1.1) and the most recent one (Introduction 1, L2.2.1)

showed higher transmission rates per unit of time compared to L1.1.2 and L4.3.4. Yet, the esti-

mated effective reproductive number Re, which gives an indication of the overall transmission

averaged over the many bacterial generations since the introduction to Dar es Salaam did not

differ much between these different groups. As Re provides a direct inference of overall fitness,

these results are consistent with the observation that despite having lower transmission rates,

L1.1.2 and L4.3.4 representatives were able to persist in the Dar es Salaam population over

time. Our model suggested that patients infected with those genotypes remained infectious for

longer periods of time than patients infected with L3.1.1 and L2.2.1. The estimated period of

infectiousness could reflect differences in latency periods of these different MTBC genotypes,

but could also be affected by differences in sampling proportions linked to potential differ-

ences in disease progression. One study in Gambia found that individuals infected with MTBC

L6 (also known as Mycobacterium africanum) were less likely to progress to active disease

compared to individuals infected with other MTBC lineages [74]. In Ethiopia, patients infected

with MTBC L7 strains experienced delays in seeking treatment presumably because L7 infec-

tions elicited milder TB symptoms [75]. Whether similar differences exist among the MTBC

genotypes circulating in Tanzania and elsewhere remains to be explored. While we cannot

formally test for local adaption of the dominant MTBC genotypes to the Dar es Salaam host

population with the current data, our results revealed that two important conditions for local

adaptation to occur were met, namely that there is phenotypic variation in bacterial traits that

affect transmission and that this variation is probably, at least in part, genetically determined

[76]. Assuming that the strains from L3.1.1 and L1.1.2 that have been introduced into Dar es

Salaam around the same time have encountered a similarly susceptible host population upon

introduction, our results suggest that different traits affecting transmission in different MTBC

genetic backgrounds have evolved, prior or after introduction, and point to bacterial factors as

strong determinants of the TB epidemic.

Heterogeneity of the host population could also be invoked to explain the observation that

the main MTBC genotypes exhibit different epidemiological parameters, if for example the dif-

ferent MTBC genotypes would transmit preferentially within certain human groups within

Dar es Salaam. Patient self-reported ethnicity pointed to a diverse set of ethnic groups, which

nevertheless were mostly Bantu. Given the even distribution of MTBC genotypes analyzed

across the main ethnicities of our cohort and the high intermingling between different districts

within Dar es Salaam, host heterogeneity seems an unlikely explanation for our observations

but remains to be formally tested. The immune status of the host can have a strong effect on

MTBC trajectories at the patient level, as illustrated by the effect of HIV/TB co-infections,

both by increasing TB infection rates and by worsening infection outcomes. We found differ-

ences between HIV positive and negative patients, in that the former had atypical lung pathol-

ogies, which could result from HIV/TB patients having more disseminated MTBC infections,

less restricted to the lungs. However, this aspect is unlikely to explain our observations, as we

did not find any association between HIV co-infection and particular MTBC genotypes. One
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additional aspect that could further account for the observed differences in the prevalence of

the MTBC genotypes is that the founding populations of L3.1.1 might have been larger than

those of a similar age, such as L1.1.2, explaining current differences in their prevalence. How-

ever, this would not explain the differences we found in transmission rates.

L2.2.1 has previously been associated with increased transmission [30,77,78], often in com-

bination with drug resistance [30,79]. Furthermore, it has been suggested that coevolution is at

play with the success of L2.2.1 due to associations with mutations in immune genes [80–82].

In our study though, L2.2.1 did not contain any drug resistance mutations and it has only

been introduced very recently, suggesting little time for any coevolution with the Tanzanian

population. These findings suggest that inherent strain properties are important for explaining

the success of L2.2.1. L3.1.1 had the second highest transmission rate among the four success-

ful groups analyzed. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first report of L3 being a particu-

larly transmissible genotype. Interestingly, in Malawi, sublineage L3.1.1 was found to have

increased markedly in prevalence from 1% between 1986–1991 to 13% between 2006–2008

[55]. This observation is consistent with the comparatively elevated transmission rates of

L3.1.1 reported here. Generally, L3 has been associated with low transmission [7,42] but in

East African countries, also other L3 subgroups than L3.1.1, attain relatively high prevalence

contradicting that notion [83,84].

Our study was limited in that the patient recruitment was hospital-based, which could have

influenced our sampling. Typically, patients seek care once they feel ill, and it is therefore pos-

sible that at that stage of active disease, differences in virulence traits are small. Performing

passive hospital-based sampling could also miss subclinical cases, which might still contribute

to transmission and thus lead to an underestimate of the prevalence of MTBC genotypes that

cause less severe disease. Our observation that patients without MTBC WGS available had a

significantly lower chest X-ray score than patients with a bacterial WGS available, possibly

reflect such a sampling bias. However, the fact that we found no association between disease

severity and MTBC genotype argues against a systematic recruitment bias related to genotype-

specific differences in disease severity.

In conclusion, our findings suggest that all MTBC strains causing TB in Dar es Salaam

have been introduced from different parts of the world. The four most prevalent genotypes

descending from these introductions have different epidemiological characteristics. While

L3.1.1 and L2.2.1 exhibited higher transmission rates, L1.1.2 and L4.3.4 have lower transmis-

sion rates but persisted in this host population, possibly because they elicit longer periods dur-

ing which patients might be infectious. These MTBC genotypes have co-existed with the host

population of Dar es Salaam for different periods of time, but the duration of this co-existence

did not explain the differences in epidemiological characteristics observed. This suggests that

different life-history traits have evolved in these different bacterial genotypes, and that the epi-

demiological characteristics observed are strongly influenced by bacterial factors.

Methods

Ethics statement

Ethical approval for the TB-DAR cohort has been obtained from the Ethikkomission Nord-

west- und Zentralschweiz (EKNZ UBE-15/42), the Ifakara Health Institute—Institutional

Review Board board (IHI/IRB/EXT/No: 24–2020) and the National Institute for Medical

Research in Tanzania—Medical Research Coordinating Committee (NIMR/HQ/R.8c/Vol.I/

1622). A written informed consent has been obtained from every patient who has been

recruited into the TB-DAR cohort.
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Study population

We recruited 1,734 adult sputum smear-positive and GeneXpert-positive patients from a pro-

spective cohort recruited between November 2013 and August 2019 at the Temeke District

Hospital in Dar es Salaam, Tanzania (TB-DAR cohort). Sputum samples and detailed clinical

and sociodemographic information were obtained for all patients. Tribes indicated are self-

reported ethnicities. The bacterial isolates were cultured on Löwenstein-Jensen solid media

at the TB laboratory of the Ifakara Health Institute in Bagamoyo. Until 2017, MTBC isolates

were shipped to Switzerland for DNA extraction and later DNA was extracted in Bagamoyo

and then the DNA shipped to Switzerland for sequencing. Bacterial DNA could be obtained

from 1,155 unique patient samples (66%, S1 Fig) while the remaining cultures did not grow.

All samples were sequenced with Illumina short-read technology at the Department of Biosys-

tems Science and Engineering of ETH Zurich, Basel (DBSSE). The newly sequenced WGS data

can be found under the bioproject PRJEB49562 on ENA.

Measures of virulence

As a first proxy for virulence, we calculated the TB-score adapted from [85], which is a clinical

score consisting of several signs and symptoms such as BMI and fever and that is predictive of

mortality [85]. For each of the following symptoms or clinical measures, we assigned a point

if present or true: cough, hemoptysis, dyspnea, chest pain, night sweat, anemia, abnormal aus-

cultation, body temperature above 37˚C, BMI below 18, BMI below 16, mid upper arm cir-

cumference (MUAC) below 220, MUAC below 200. Thus for each TB patient, a maximum

of 12 points could be achieved. When categorizing TB-score, values of up to five were consid-

ered as mild, values of six and seven as moderate, and above seven as severe. As a second

proxy, X-ray-scores were established according to Ralph et al. [86] by two independent senior

radiologists at the University Hospital of Basel in all patients with X-rays of sufficient quality

(N = 702). The Ralph score is a validated method for grading chest X-ray severity in adult pul-

monary TB patients [86]. For categorization of X-ray scores, values below 71 were considered

as mild, while the rest was considered as severe according to the optimal cut-off point in the

original study [86]. As a third proxy, we determined the bacterial load based on the difference

between the first (early cycle threshold) and the last (late cycle threshold) during quantitative

PCR (Ct value). The value taken was the lowest out of five probes taken from sputum samples

(N = 606).

Global reference phylogenies for L1-L4

For each of the lineages L1, L2, L3, and L4, we compiled a set of genomes representing the

worldwide diversity of that lineage. For L1 and L3, we used the datasets compiled by Menardo

et al. [18], which thus far represents the most comprehensive representation of the known

geographic range of L1 and L3, consisting of 2,008 and 758 genomes, representing 44 and 32

countries, respectively. We further added 11 and 39 genomes for L1 and L3 sampled in a rural

site in Tanzania. To get a good representation of the diversity present within L2 and L4, we

gathered previously published genomes and downloaded genomes from public repositories

from as many countries as possible. In addition, we newly sequenced 132 and 329 genomes

from 16 and 22 countries for L2 and L4, respectively, to increase the representation of African

and European L4 and L2 strains (S10 Table). All the genomes selected for the downstream

analysis needed to pass our bioinformatic filters, be published at the time of analysis if down-

loaded, and have a known country of isolation. In addition, the country of patient origin was

required for genomes representing samples from European and North American countries.
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This selection resulted in 10,103 genomes for L2 and 15,715 genomes for L4, representing 56

and 82 countries, respectively (S7 Fig).

For L4, the 15,715 genomes were separated into four subsets (Africa, Asia, Europe & Ocea-

nia, and North- & South America) based on their country of isolation or country of patient ori-

gin. A phylogenetic tree was constructed for each of the subsets from an alignment of variable

positions using fasttree [87] (options–nt–nocat–nosupport–fastest). Each tree was trimmed

with treemmer [88] to reduce the redundancy (option–RTL 0.99), whereby 10 genomes were

kept for each country included (-mc 10). A new phylogenetic tree was constructed from an

alignment of variable positions of the 6,461 genomes left of the four L4 subsets and again

trimmed (option–RTL 0.95, -mc 10), resulting in the final reference set consisting of 4,455 L4

genomes.

For L2, the 10,103 genomes were split into three subsets (Africa, Asian, Others) based on

their country of isolation or country of patient origin. The same procedure as for L4 was

applied, resulting in a final reference set consisting of 3,505 L2 genomes. The complete list of

all WGS included in our study can be found in S10 Table. The newly sequenced WGS data can

be found under the bioproject PRJEB50999.

Whole-genome sequence analysis

The retrieved and newly sequenced FASTQ files were analyzed using the WGS analysis pipe-

line described in [88]. Briefly, the FASTQ files were processed with Trimmomatic [89] v.

0.33 (SLIDINGWINDOW:5:20) to remove the Illumina adaptors and to trim low quality

reads. We only kept reads of at least 20 bp for further analysis. SeqPrep v. 1.2 [90] was used

to merge overlapping paired-end reads (overlap size = 15). The resulting reads were then

mapped to the reconstructed ancestral sequence of the MTBC [91] using BWA v. 0.7.13

(mem algorithm) [92]. We then marked and excluded duplicated reads with the Mark Dupli-

cates module of Picard v. 2.9.1 [93]. We further performed local realignment of reads around

INDELs using the RealignerTargetCreator and IndelRealigner modules of GATK v. 3.4.0

[94]. Reads with an alignment score lower than ((0.93 x read_length)—(read_length x 4 x

0.07)) (>7 miss-matches per 100bp) were excluded using Pysam v. 0.9.0 [95]. SAMtools v.

1.2 mpileup [96] and VarScan v. 2.4.1 [97] were then used for SNP calling with the following

thresholds: minimum mapping quality of 20, minimum base quality at a position of 20, mini-

mum read depth at a position of 7x and without strand bias. We excluded positions in repeti-

tive regions such as PE, PPE, and PGRS genes or phages, as described previously [15]. The

resulting VCF file was then used to create a whole-genome FASTA file. Additional filters

were applied as follows: genomes were removed from downstream analysis if they had a

sequencing coverage of lower than 30, if they contained SNPs indicative of different MTBC

lineages (i.e. mixed infections), if the ratio of variable to fixed variant calls was higher or

equal to one, and finally if their number of fixed and variable variant calls was in the lower

quartile and in the upper quartile, respectively, of fixed and variable variant call distributions

drawn from the complete dataset. We identified lineages and sublineages using the SNP-

based classification by Steiner et al. [98], and Coll et al. [47] as well as Freschi et al. [42],

respectively.

Identification of mutations conferring resistance to first-line drugs

All genomes isolated from our cohort were screened for drug resistance mutations as in [99].

Of the mutations found, we identified those affecting rifampicin, isoniazid, pyrazinamide, eth-

ambutol or streptomycin effectivity or a combination of those.
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Phylogenetic analyses and molecular dating

Alignments of variable positions with a percentage of missing data of � 10% were used to

construct phylogenetic trees with either FastTree [87] (options–nt–nocat–nosupport–fast-

est) or RAxML [100] v 8.2.11 with the general time-reversible model of sequence evolution

(options -m GTRCAT–V) with a L6 strain as the outgroup (SAMEA5366648). For the refer-

ence trees, we accounted for the fact that only variable positions were taken to create the

alignment by adjusting the branch lengths accordingly (adjusted branch length = branch

length x number of variable positions / number of all positions). To estimate the substitu-

tion rate, we selected for each lineage all the samples with known date of isolation from the

reference set as well our cohort samples. To test for temporal signal, we performed a date

randomization test by running LSD v0.3beta [101] 100 times with randomly shuffled dates

of isolation as done previously [18]. All lineages except for L1 passed the date randomization

test. We then estimated the substitution rate using LSD for L2, L3, and L4. The substitution

rate obtained was used to date the complete dataset including the samples with unknown

date of isolation for each lineage. Since L1 did not pass the date randomization test, we

took the LSD-based estimate from Menardo et al. [39]. To account for the uncertainties

regarding substitution rates, we also included the lowest and highest rate found in the litera-

ture for each lineage, if applicable, to provide a range of possible ages. An overview of the

substitution rates used to date the trees with LSD [101] can be found in S9 Table. For

genomes with an unknown date of isolation, a range was used, consisting of the earliest and

latest date of isolation of the set of genomes with known date of isolation for each lineage

separately. We thus assumed, for samples with unknown dates, to have been sampled

between 1996 and 2018, 1994 and 2019, 1995 and 2018, 1991 and 2019 for L1, L2, L3, and

L4, respectively.

Phylogeographical analysis

To define introduction times to Dar es Salaam of the different MTBC strains, we reconstructed

the changes in the ancestral geographical ranges along the tree containing Dar es Salaam

genomes as well as the set of genomes representing the worldwide diversity of each lineage.

The dated trees described above were used as input into PastML [34] (Maximum likelihood

method marginal posterior probabilities approximation (MPPA) plus option forced_joint),

in addition to the subcontinental regions of each genome. Tanzania was separated from the

remaining East African countries to be able to explicitly look at Tanzania. According to the

output of PastML, we identified the introductions of a lineage into Tanzania, extracted the

ages of these introductions, and identified the Dar es Salaam genomes resulting from each

introduction. Introductions into Tanzania were considered as more successful when they led

to at least 12 TB cases in our cohort. For each introduction, we extracted the time since intro-

duction, both as absolute age as well as relative age compared to the age of the MRCA of that

lineage. Genomes of strains resulting from an introduction with a relative age of more than 0.2

were considered as early-introduced, while strains resulting from more recent introductions

were considered as recently-introduced. A threshold of 0.2 means that at least 20% of a geno-

type’s evolution has occurred in Tanzania. According to the ages of the MRCA estimated with

our molecular clock rates, this relative age of 0.2 translates into approximately 159, 205, 189,

and 257 years for L1, L2, L3, and L4, respectively. Additionally, we used thresholds of 0.1 and

0.3 to define, whether a strain was early- or recently-introduced in order to make sure our

results remained consistent. All visualizations of phylogenetic trees including metadata were

done using the R package ggtree [102].
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Sensitivity analysis of geographical and temporal origins

To ensure that the phylogeographic and temporal results were not affected by sampling we

down-sampled L1 and L3 10 times independently and performed the phylogeographical and

temporal analyses with the down-sampled datasets. For L1 we randomly down-sampled the

Asian strains to the number of African strains that were available for L1 (N = 640) and for L3

we randomly down-sampled the African strains to match the number of Asian strains that

were available for L3 (N = 293). The final datasets for L1 consisted of 640 Asian samples plus

all other non-Asian samples, while the datasets for L3 consisted of 293 African samples plus all

other non-African samples.

Transmission analysis—Clustering

Alignments of variable positions with less than 10% missing data were used to create SNP dis-

tance matrices using the Hamming distance (https://git.scicore.unibas.ch/TBRU/tacos). Inser-

tions and deletions were treated as missing data. Transmission was assessed by using three

different approaches: 1. Terminal branch length, 2. Clustering based on a SNP threshold, 3.

Clustering based on a time threshold. The terminal branch lengths were extracted from the

undated phylogenetic trees and multiplied with the length of the alignment of variable posi-

tions used to create the trees. To cluster the genomes based on the SNP threshold, the R pack-

age cluster [103] with the function agnes and the unweighted pair group average method was

used. The thresholds taken as cutoff for patient-to-patient transmission were five, eight, twelve,

and fifteen SNPs. For the clustering based on the age threshold, all nodes were extracted from

the dated phylogenetic tree where the node was equal or below the threshold and the parent

node older than the threshold. Then, all the tip descendants of a node were considered to be in

a cluster. The thresholds applied were five, ten, fifteen, and twenty years.

Secondary case rate ratios were calculated as described in [23]. Briefly, for each of the four

most successful introductions belonging to L1.1.2 (Introduction 9), L2.2.1 (Introduction 1),

L3.1.1 (Introduction 10), and L4.3.4 (Introduction 5), the number of clusters was subtracted

from the total number of clustered cases to calculate the number of secondary cases. To

account for enhanced transmission opportunities of prevalent genotypes, the number of sec-

ondary cases was divided by the number of index cases (number of clusters plus number of

unclustered strains) to define a secondary case rate for each successful introduction. We com-

pared the transmission rates between the strains resulting from Introduction 10 (L3.1.1) and

the other three successful introductions by calculating secondary case rate ratios for each pair.

Thus, we divided the secondary case rate of Introduction 10 (L3.1.1) with each of the other

three successful introductions separately to obtain the secondary case rate ratios.

Transmission analysis—Phylodynamics

Phylodynamic analyses were performed within the Bayesian MCMC framework implemented

in BEAST 2 [104]. The variable SNP alignments were augmented with a count of invariant A,

C, G and T’s to avoid ascertainment bias [105]. A birth-death model was fitted to the align-

ments for each of the four main introductions (Introduction 10 within L3.1.1, Introduction 9

within L1.1.2, Introduction 5 within L4.3.4, and Introduction 1 within L2.2.2) separately [106].

This model is based on a stochastic birth-death process, with ‘birth’ events corresponding to

transmission events from one host to another (occurring at a rate λ), while ‘death’ events occur

when a host becomes uninfectious due to recovery or death (occurring at a rate δ). The effec-

tive reproductive number Re was calculated as λ/δ. Infected individuals are sampled with

sampling proportion s, which was set equal to zero before the onset of sampling. During the

sampling period, a uniform prior was used for the sampling proportion, with a lower bound
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set equal to the proportion of sampled cases in the entire city, and an upper bound set equal to

the proportion of sampled cases in the Temeke district only. Upon sampling, infected individ-

uals become uninfectious with probability r [107]. Transmission rates, becoming uninfectious

rates, migration rates, and sampling proportions were assumed constant through time. A gen-

eral time-reversible substitution model with gamma-distributed rate heterogeneity (GTR+Γ4)

was used and a strict molecular clock was assumed. The prior distributions of the model

parameters are listed in S11 Table. All model parameters were estimated jointly.

Three independent Markov Chain Monte Carlo chains were run for each analysis, with

states sampled every 1,000 steps. Convergence was assessed using Tracer [108]. The percentage

of samples discarded as burn-in was set to 10%. The samples after burn-in were pooled

together using LogCombiner [104], resulting in at least 250,000,000 iterations in combined

chains.

The sensitivity of our phylodynamic inference was assessed by setting less informative prior

distributions on the effective reproductive number and becoming uninfectious rate, and by

setting two different informative priors on the sampling rate, the first one centered around

the district level of sampling and the second one centered around the city level of sampling

(S9 Fig and S10 Table). Xml files for the different analyses are provided as extended data

(https://github.com/dbrites/TB-DAR-Mtb).

Statistical analysis

Sociodemographic and clinical characteristics of patients with and without bacterial DNA

available were summarized using proportions and compared using chi-squared tests and

ANOVA for categorical and continuous variables, respectively. Patient characteristics between

MTBC lineages, sublineages, and early and recently-introduced strains, were also summarized

using proportions and compared using chi-squared tests for categorical variables and using

ANOVA for continuous variables. Self-reported ethnicities are shown for tribes containing

at least 70 members among the patients population investigated (either all or only those with

a bacterial genome available). Logistic regressions were performed to test for associations

between drug resistance and lineage. Adjusting was done for age, sex, HIV status, and smok-

ing. Logistic regressions were further performed to test for associations between the most suc-

cessful introductions (Introduction 1, 5, 9, and 10) and three transmission measures (5-SNPs

threshold, 15 years threshold, terminal branch length). For testing for associations between the

most successful introductions and the terminal branch length, a negative binomial regression

was applied. Adjusting was done for age, sex, HIV status, smoking, and genotype age. Geno-

type age represents the minimal amount of time a certain genotype has been circulating

among our study population. For strains that were not clustered, this was the time between

when the last strain in the study was isolated and the isolation date of the respective strain. For

strains that were clustered, genotype age was represented by the age of the earliest isolation

date of the respective cluster. Including the genotype age accounted for the fact that genotypes

that were introduced longer ago had more time to transmit and thus were more likely to

belong to a cluster. The terminal branch lengths between the different introductions were

compared using a Kolmogorov-Smirnov test using Python (version 3.7.0). To test for associa-

tions between the disease severity measures and early- or late-introduced strains as well as the

sublineages, logistic regressions were performed for X-ray and TB-scores and a linear regres-

sion for the log10-transformed ct-value representing bacterial load. Adjusting was done for

age, sex, smoking, HIV status, and the most common tribes (> = 70 members among the

patients with a WGS available). Statistical tests were performed in R (version 4.0.3) unless oth-

erwise indicated.
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Supporting information

S1 Fig. Flow chart illustrative of patient isolates and genomes included in the analysis.

(PDF)

S2 Fig. Frequency of A main MTBC lineages and B main MTBC sublineages isolated

between 2013 and 2019.

(PDF)

S3 Fig. L1 reference tree containing 2161 genomes from 44 countries including 153 Dar es

Salaam genomes. The most important introductions of L1 into Tanzania are marked and the

samples from our cohort indicated with a black tippoint. Branches are colored according to

the ancestral state estimated with PastML and the pie charts inserted show the marginal proba-

bilities of the ancestral geographical range for the most important introductions as well as the

root. The heatmap indicates the sublineages and the bar scale is in years.

(PDF)

S4 Fig. L2 reference tree containing 3590 genomes from 58 countries including 85 Dar es

Salaam genomes. The most important introduction of L2 into Tanzania is marked and the

samples from our cohort indicated with a black tippoint. Branches are colored according to

the ancestral state estimated with PastML and the pie charts inserted show the marginal proba-

bilities of the ancestral geographical range for the most important introduction as well as the

root. The heatmap indicates the sublineages and the bar scale is in years.

(PDF)

S5 Fig. L3 reference tree containing 1262 genomes from 33 countries including 504 Dar es

Salaam genomes. The most important introductions of L3 into Tanzania is marked and

the samples from our cohort indicated with a black tippoint. Branches are colored accord-

ing to the ancestral state estimated with PastML and the pie charts inserted show the

marginal probabilities of the ancestral geographical range for the most important intro-

ductions as well as the root. The heatmap indicates the sublineages and the bar scale is in

years.

(PDF)

S6 Fig. L4 reference tree containing 4795 genomes from 85 countries including 340 Dar es

Salaam genomes. The most important introductions of L4 into Tanzania is marked and the

samples from our cohort indicated with a black tippoint. Branches are colored according to

the ancestral state estimated with PastML and the pie charts inserted show the marginal proba-

bilities of the ancestral geographical range for the most important introductions as well as the

root. The heatmap indicates the sublineages and the bar scale is in years.

(PDF)

S7 Fig. Countries included in the reference datasets for A L1, B L2, C L3, and D L4. The

numbers in brackets indicate the number of genomes included. The maps were created with

the R package rworldmap [109] and the shapefile for the map can be found under the following

link: https://www.naturalearthdata.com/http//www.naturalearthdata.com/download/110m/

cultural/ne_110m_admin_0_countries.zip.

(PDF)

S8 Fig. Frequency of L3.1.1 in East African countries found in studies performing molecu-

lar typing [11,48–57]. Countries considered as East African were Tanzania, Uganda,

Kenya, Rwanda, Burundi, Sudan, Djibouti, Eritrea, Ethiopia, Somalia, Mozambique,

Madagascar, Malawi, Zambia, and Zimbabwe. The map was created with the R package
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rworldmap [109] and the shapefile for the map can be found under the following link:

https://www.naturalearthdata.com/http//www.naturalearthdata.com/download/110m/

cultural/ne_110m_admin_0_countries.zip.

(PDF)

S9 Fig. Sensitivity assessment of our phylodynamic inferences by changing A-C the prior

on the sampling proportion to a Beta(45.1, 954.9) distribution, centered around the district

level of sampling; D-F the prior on the sampling proportion to a Beta(13.7,986.3) distribution,

centered around the city level of sampling; G-I the prior on the effective reproductive number

to a Lognormal(0,1.5) distribution; J-L the prior on the becoming uninfectious rate to a Log-

normal(0,1) distribution.

(PDF)

S10 Fig. Sensitivity assessment of the geographical and temporal origins by randomly

down-sampling the genomes from Africa to match the number of genomes from Asia. Rel-

ative (A) and absolute (B, in years) ages of introductions into Tanzania within L3 of the down-

sampled set are shown. Each run represents the results of the analysis of a down-sampled data-

set and the range of the ages of introductions from all the runs are indicated above the point of

the original dataset.

(PDF)

S11 Fig. Sensitivity assessment of the geographical and temporal origins by randomly

down-sampling the genomes from Asia to match the number of genomes from Africa. Rel-

ative (A) and absolute (B, in years) ages of introductions into Tanzania within L1 of the down-

sampled set are shown. Each run represents the results of the analysis of a down-sampled data-

set and he range of the ages of introductions from all the runs are indicated above the point of

the original dataset.

(PDF)

S1 Table. Comparison of clinical and sociodemographic information between patients

with and without bacterial WGS available. The tribes named are such with at least 70 mem-

bers among our patient population. P-values were calculated using chi-squared tests for cate-

gorical variables and using ANOVA for continuous variables.

(DOCX)

S2 Table. Comparison of sociodemographic and clinical patient characteristics, for

patients infected with the four main lineages observed using chi-squared tests. The tribes

named are such with at least 70 members among our patient population with a bacterial

genome available.

(DOCX)

S3 Table. Drug resistance conferring mutations present in this MTBC population and the

number of genomes observed with the mutation.

(DOCX)

S4 Table. Association between drug resistance and lineages. Logistic regressions were per-

formed and adjusting was done for age, sex, HIV status, and smoking. Odds ratio were calcu-

lated with L1 as baseline.

(DOCX)

S5 Table. Comparison of patient characteristics and proxies for disease severity between

the most common sublineages. The tribes named are those with at least 70 members among
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our patient population. P-values were calculated using chi-squared tests.

(DOCX)

S6 Table. Comparison of patient characteristics and disease severity measures between

early-introduced and recently-introduced strains. The tribes named are those with at least

70 members among our patient population with a bacterial genome available. P-values were

calculated using chi-squared tests for categorical variables and using ANOVA for continuous

variables.

(DOCX)

S7 Table. Association between disease severity measures and recently- or early-introduced

strains. Logistic regressions were performed for X-ray score and TB-score, while a linear

regression was performed for the bacterial load. Adjusting was done for age, sex, HIV status,

smoking, and the common tribes. Early-introduced strains were used as baseline to calculate

the odds ratio.

(DOCX)

S8 Table. Association between transmission and main MTBC introductions. Logistic

regressions were performed and adjusting was done for age, sex, HIV status, genotype age

(only for the clustering measures 5 SNPs and 15 years), and smoking. Introduction 5 within

L4.3.4 was used as baseline. The brackets behind the measures indicate the error distribution

and link function used in the generalized linear model.

(DOCX)

S9 Table. Introductions of MTBC into Tanzania that led to at least 12 cases in our cohort.

Age was estimated using lineage-specific substitution rates inferred from our data and from

other publications (see methods for further details).

(DOCX)

S10 Table. List of WGS included in our study and associated information. The column

TBdar indicates whether this sample was from our cohort.

(TXT)

S11 Table. Prior distributions for the parameters of the phylodynamic model.
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